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NIGHT MOVES  
BY ANDREW J. RIES    

 

Several answers to Across clues need to be altered prior 

to their placement in the grid, in each case creating a 

new, valid word. The unclued shaded entry will describe 

the two-step process for altering these entries. Answers 

to Down clues are entered into the grid normally. When 

completed, the alterations of the affected Across clues 

will spell out an apt two-word phrase. 

 

ACROSS 

 1 Reported 24-hour periods of fog 

 4 Hidden clues puzzled pair of detectives and 

deputy chief 

 9 Overhauls Communist Odessa, alternately 

 11 Ex-G.I. welcoming one guy coming back from 

Asian country 

 12 Powerful beam left Ares reeling 

 13 Specifications mixed up at delis 

 15 Produces small chess pieces 

 16 Dirty material in Bleak House conclusion 

 18 See instructions 

 23 Domesticated animals eating snake 

and vermin 

 24 Mostly upset by the contribution of 

10% 

 25 Cases of honeydew covered by 

caustic foil 

 29 Icy precipitation warped steel 

 30 Hideaways for tree rats destroyed 

 31 Tangential comment inherent to 

Spinoza's ideas 

 32 Makes a cartoon out of an instant 

message at desk without frames 

 33 Softly set down patterned fabric 

 

DOWN 

 1 Seedy bars on west end of The Strip 

(6) 

 2 A short YouTube clip is intense (4) 

 3 Legally blocks criminal posse - about 

time! (6) 

 4 Send out to remote areas? (4) 

 5 Identified rising Democrat's insistent request 

(6) 

 6 Canadian tribe’s endless water source (4) 

 7 Go sky high, absorbing bit of light from the 

sun (5) 

 8 Corrupt, low-grade facility housing biofuels, 

primarily (6) 

 10 Floor drain ruptured (5) 

 14 Ocean vessel's protective covering (5) 

 17 Change for mate traveling around Utah (6) 

 19 Slim, hairy gay man is more attractive to a 

Cockney (5) 

 20 Attorney General halfway assisted court great 

(6) 

 21 Dieter wasted, like, many cakes (6) 

 22 Heartless, unbiased kind of network (6) 

 23 Web pages' views articulated (5) 

 26 She frequently quarreled with Zeus and 

tormented Rhea (4) 

 27 Essentially repeat a daring magician's phrase 

(2-2) 

 28 Prof's aide follows me into Intro to Physics (4) 


